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Common ravens raid arctic fox food caches
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Abstract Cache recovery is critical for evolution of hoard-
ing behaviour, because the energy invested in caching may
be lost if consumers other than the hoarders benefit from
the cached food. By raiding food caches, animals may
exploit the caching habits of others, that should respond by
actively defending their caches. The arctic fox (Alopex
lagopus) is the main predator of lemmings and goose eggs
in the Canadian High Arctic and stores much of its prey in
the ground. Common ravens (Corvus corax) are not as suc-
cessful as foxes in taking eggs from goose nests. This gener-
alist avian predator regularly uses innovation and
opportunism to survive in many environments. Here, we
provide the first report that ravens can successfully raid
food cached by foxes, and that foxes may defend their
caches from ravens.
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Introduction

Hoarding behaviour, a widespread foraging strategy in ani-
mals, entails two key processes – delayed consumption of

the food and caching of food items to prevent consumption
by other individuals (Vander Wall 1990). Cache recovery is
a critical component of hoarding behaviour, because the
benefits of hoarding decrease if consumers other than the
hoarders recover cached food (Andersson and Krebs 1978).
Cache raiding is a form of kleptoparasitism that is more
likely to occur in open habitats, especially for systems
involving birds, because they use visual cues to locate caches
(Brockman and Barnard 1979).

In some Arctic goose breeding colonies, all factors are
present for the behavioural evolution of both cache raiding
and mechanisms aimed at reducing cache raiding. First,
hoarding behaviour is usually more common at high lati-
tudes because prey items such as goose eggs and lemmings
are seasonally abundant (Smith and Reichman 1984). These
resources can also be efficiently stored for later use, because
of their small size, their natural packaging of skin or shell,
and the cold temperature of cache sites. Second, Arctic
tundra is an open habitat with 24 h daylight during summer,
which favours cache raiding after visual cues.

Arctic foxes (Alopex lagopus) and common ravens
(Corvus corax) are opportunist predators that forage on
lemmings and goose eggs (Bêty et al. 2002; Elmhagen et al.
2000; Nelson 1934). Arctic foxes are efficient predators on
lemmings and goose nests and cache a high proportion of
the eggs they take (Samelius and Alisauskas 2000; Stickney
1991). Common ravens are less successful in preying upon
lemmings and eggs but have a remarkable capacity to inno-
vate foraging behaviour (Andersson 1989; Bêty et al. 2002;
Ficken 1977; Heinrich 1995). Although cache raiding by
ravens has been observed, it occurs mostly on caches made
by other ravens (Bugnyar and Kotrschal 2002b). In a broad
sense, an innovation is a new or modified learned behaviour
not previously found in the population (Reader and Laland
2003). Foraging innovation is vital for species with general-
ist and opportunistic lifestyles, for example ravens, and can
be further defined as the ingestion of a new food type or
the use of a new foraging technique (Lefebvre et al. 1997).
Here, we document the first report of common ravens raid-
ing arctic fox food caches and foxes defending their caches
against ravens.
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Materials and methods

Our observations were made on Bylot Island in the Cana-
dian High Arctic (72°53′N, 79°54′W) from June 8 to July 20
in 2004 and 2005. The mean daily temperature during the
observation period was 3.7°C (1.0–7.7°C) and the mean
daily precipitation was 1.7 mm (0–15 mm). Bylot Island is
the primary breeding site for greater snow geese (Chen
caerulescens atlantica; Reed et al. 2002). Nesting density of
other land birds is low compared with that of geese (Lepage
et al. 1998). Although we found no raven nest, they are
known to breed in the study area (B. Audet and O. Gilg,
personal communication). The weight, width, and length of
greater snow goose eggs range from 85–145 g, 4.8–5.6 cm,
and 7.3–8.9 cm, respectively (n = 60; V. Careau, unpublished
data). Both brown (Lemmus sibiricus) and collared
(Dicrostonyx groenlandicus) lemmings occur on Bylot
Island. The abundance of brown lemmings varies in cycles
of large amplitude with peaks every 3–4 years, which affects
arctic fox breeding success (Gauthier et al. 2004). Lemming
abundance was high in 2004 (peak year) and low in 2005
(declining phase, snap-trap census; G. Gauthier, personal
communication). The main goose colony encompassed
16 km2 with a mean density of 206 nests km−2 during the
study (N. Lecomte, unpublished data) and was located in
gently slopping hills of mesic tundra and wetlands. We made
observations from two blinds and covered an area of
3.4 km2 using spotting scopes, 20–60×. Foxes were identified
by ear tags and/or the distinctive pattern of their pelts,
recognition of which was facilitated by their shedding from
winter to summer pelage. We counted common ravens
inside the observation area for 10 min every second day. We
performed focal sampling of foxes foraging in the goose
colony and recorded all interactions between foxes and
ravens using a digital voice recorder.

Results

We conducted 549 h of observation over 66 days (2004:
29 days, 2005: 37 days) during which we recorded 82 h of
arctic fox foraging activity. At least 5 and 7 different adult
foxes were frequently seen foraging in the area in 2004 and
2005, respectively. Ravens were present on 30 of 35 count-
ing periods (mean = 4 individuals, range 1–30, median = 3)

and we detected them flying over or perching on top of the
adjacent hills on 14 occasions during focal fox observations.
During the entire study we observed foxes caching 169 eggs
and 30 lemmings; ravens were present during 10 (5%) of
these caching events. On two occasions a fox carrying an
egg was followed by a raven walking at a distance of approx-
imately 20 m. In both instances, the animals went out of the
observation limit after 5 min with the fox still carrying the
egg.

We witnessed five interactions between ravens and foxes
involved in food caching, raiding, and defending (Table 1).
On two occasions, we observed a raven raiding a food item
that had been cached by a fox few minutes previously. On
24 June 2004 at 20:30, on a sunny evening, a fox spent 18 s
caching a lemming. While the fox was caching its food, two
ravens landed about 15 m away. Immediately after the fox
had left the cache and was hunting for other lemmings
about 40 m away, both ravens walked directly towards the
cache, probing the ground as they approached. One of the
ravens retrieved the lemming 121 s after starting its search
and took off with the lemming in its beak. The second bird
followed. We could not tell whether or not the lemming
cached by the fox had been partly visible to the ravens. The
second observation of cache raiding by ravens occurred on
8 June 2005, at 16:00, on a sunny afternoon. An arctic fox
cached a goose egg in the snow that covered 90% of the
study area at this date. Approximately 10 s after the fox had
left the cache, and was about 50 m away, a raven arrived
from the opposite direction and landed at the cache site.
Immediately upon landing, it retrieved the egg and flew off
with it in its beak. It is likely the raven was able to detect
the cache because the fox had disturbed the snow surface
where the egg was cached and left tracks leading to and
from the cache. 

Foxes did not attempt to defend their caches in either of
the successful raids made by ravens. On three other occa-
sions, however, we observed two different individuals
defending their cached food. First, on 15 June 2005 at 19:20,
we observed a fox spending 40 s caching an egg before
spotting a raven on the ground at a distance of 15 m. In a
two-minute period the fox charged the raven four times, but
was unsuccessful at making it leave the area. Between
charges the fox returned to the cache site and lay down for
3 min at a distance of one meter from the cache until the
raven flew off at 19:25. The fox left the site one minute after
the raven flew away and neither was seen again by the end
of the observation period, 95 min later. Another observa-

Table 1. Interactions between arctic foxes and common ravens during caching, cache-raiding, and cache-defending events on Bylot Island,
Nunavut, 2004 and 2005

Date Time Food item
cached by
the fox

Number
of ravens
attending

Landing
distance from
cache (m)

Time between fox
leaving and cache
raiding (s)

Time the fox spent
defending the
cache (min)

Raiding
successful

24 June 2004 20:30 Lemming 2 15 121 – Yes
8 June 2005 16:00 Goose egg 1 0 10 – Yes

15 June 2005 19:20 Goose egg 1 15 – 6 No
27 June 2005 20:10 Goose egg 1 20 – 46 No

7 July 2005 17:32 Goose egg 1 15 – 8 No
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tion of a fox defending its food cache from a raven was
made 27 June 2005, at 20:10, on a sunny evening. A fox spent
53 s caching an egg in the ground. While the fox was digging,
a raven landed 20 m away. After burying its egg the fox
moved approximately 30 m away from the cache in ca. 40 s.
It then spotted the raven and returned to the cache. Using
its snout, the fox spent 262 s raking more leaves and moss
on top of the cache. It then lay down beside the cache and
stayed there for 13 min until the raven flew away at 20:30.
The fox left the area 28 min after the raven. Neither the fox
nor the raven was observed at the cache during the remain-
ing 5 h of observation. The same fox defended a second
cache on 7 July 2005, at 17:32, on a sunny afternoon. The
fox spent 39 s caching an egg in the ground. A raven landed
on a mound 15 m away 6 s before the fox had finished
storing the egg. The fox noticed the bird when leaving the
site, prowled the area for 15 s and charged the raven for
21 s. The raven flew off but remained near (<20 m) the cache
until 17:40. After the initial charge, the fox returned to its
cache and lay down nearby until 17:41. Neither the fox nor
the raven returned to the site during the remaining 110 min
of observation. Other than these three occasions, we never
observed foxes staying at the cache site after storing food
items.

During our study, we often observed ravens probing the
ground with their beaks while walking on the tundra. On 23
June 2005 at 20:30, a raven landed in the observation area,
walked for approximately 5 m, spent 5 s removing moss
with its beak, and recovered a cached egg. No fox or raven
had been observed in the area during the previous two
hours of observation. After spending 4 min eating the egg,
the raven walked 150 m to another cache site and recovered
another egg. The bird flew off with the egg in its beak in the
direction from which it had originally come. In more than
900 h of observation, we have never observed ravens cach-
ing goose eggs (this study and Bêty et al. 2001, 2002). The
only items cached by ravens on Bylot Island were experi-
mental plastic eggs used for another study. These may have
been cached because ravens were unable to break and eat
them.

Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of
common ravens (alone or in pairs) raiding arctic fox food
caches. We argue that the interspecific cache-raiding behav-
iour of ravens is a foraging innovation that enables them to
exploit goose eggs more efficiently. The greater snow goose
population has increased from a few thousand in the early
1900s to 50,000 in 1965, and to an estimated 700,000 in 2004
(Gauthier et al. 2005). This 14-fold growth in the last
40 years has obviously increased the number of eggs avail-
able to predators throughout the goose breeding range,
which in return has probably increased the number of eggs
cached by foxes. Arctic foxes can acquire 19–88% of the
goose eggs produced annually on Bylot Island (Bêty et al.
2002); of these approximately 80% are cached (V. Careau,

unpublished data). In another goose colony on Banks
Island, individual foxes were observed to cache up to 1,000
eggs per summer (Samelius and Alisauskas 2000). Foraging
innovations enabling ravens to benefit from the increased
abundance of goose eggs should be strongly selected for.

Corvids has been observed raiding food caches made by
canids in other circumstances. Bugnyar and Kotrschal
(2002a) observed wild ravens raiding food caches made by
captive wolves (Canis lupus). As observed in our study,
potential raiders perched close to the wolves that were
caching and waited until they moved away before approach-
ing the cache. Similarly, Henry (1986) reported that magpies
(Pica pica) attempted to raid food caches immediately after
they were made in the snow by a red fox (Vulpes vulpes).
In response to raiding of food caches, hoarders may alter
their behaviour to prevent their caches from being detected
by kleptoparasites. Macdonald (1976) observed that when
a well fed hand-reared red fox became careless in making
its caches, the food was almost invariably raided by corvids.
On the day after it lost all its stored food to crows (and on
which it did not eat because of this) the fox began to cache
carefully again, however. All these observations including
ours suggest that the kleptoparasitic behaviour of corvids
exerts a pressure on foxes to carefully conceal their cached
food.

Visual observation is essential for common ravens to
achieve conspecific cache raiding (Bugnyar and Kotrschal
2002a). By following foxes carrying eggs, ravens can
enhance their raiding efficacy by acquiring visual informa-
tion about cache location. Henry (1986) suggested that red
foxes could deter corvids by carrying food items until the
birds give up. This could also be true for the arctic foxes we
saw moving away with an egg followed by a raven for more
than 5 min.

There is no previous report of foxes chasing, defending,
or guarding cached food items against ravens. In response
to cache defence, ravens may attempt to remain undetected
by foxes and delay cache raiding until the fox cannot
actively defend it (Bugnyar and Kotrschal 2002a). Our
observation of a raven recovering two cached eggs long
after the fox had left them supports this hypothesis. To raid
cached food, ravens may conceal themselves when they see
a fox caching, remember the cache location, and return later
for raiding. Probing the ground as they walk on the tundra
may also help ravens to find food caches. We do not yet
know whether they concentrate their searches in areas
where they have previously observed foxes caching food,
however. The behavioural evolution of such a natural sys-
tem of hoarders and raiders and the cognitive strategies
employed warrant further investigation and experimental
research.
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